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Cockroach

EQUIPMENT:
- 5 standard (6-sided) dice.
- 1 paper and pencil.
- 1 set of instructions.

INTRODUCTION:
Cockroach is a dice game for two to six players.  The object of 
the game is to score points by forming sequences.  The first 
player to score 25 points wins the game.

SEQUENCES:
A sequence is two or more dice that create a sequence of 
numbers beginning with 1 and extending as high as 5.  This 
includes:

1-2
1-2-3
1-2-3-4
1-2-3-4-5

SET-UP:
Seat the players around the table, and place the dice and the 
pencil and paper on the table.  Write the player's names across 
the top of a sheet of paper to record the scores.

Each player in turn rolls the five dice, and the player with the 
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highest roll starts the game.  (If more than one player has the 
high roll, those players re-roll the dice.)

Turns move clockwise around the table.

PLAY:
On your turn, roll all of the dice.  If you have any 6s, place them 
aside.

Then you can reroll dice.  On each reroll, you can roll one die, 
or multiple dice.  Whenever you roll a 6, place it aside.

Reroll as many times as you wish until you choose to stop. 
(You don't have to reroll any dice.)

When you choose to stop, your turn ends.

SCORING:
Score one point for each of the dice in the final sequence, adding 
it to any previous score on the score sheet.  If your sequence is 
1-2-3, you score three points.

WINNING:
When one player has scored 25 points, the game continues until 
the player to the right of the scoring player has had a last turn. 
The player with the highest score wins the game.

VARIATIONS:
1. A sequence does not have to start with 1.  It just has to be a 
sequence of consecutive numbers.
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2. When you roll a 6, place that die plus another die of your 
choice aside.

3. A sequence can contain duplicate dice, such as 1-2-2 or 1-1-2-
3.

When scoring, count each sub-sequence separately.  If a 
sequence contains 1a-1b-2-3 (where 1a and 1b are both 1s), 
count 1a-2-3 for three points and 1b-2-3 for three points for a 
total of 6 points.
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